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The Jamestown Foundation’s mission is to inform and educate policy makers and the broader community about events and trends in those societies which are strategically or tactically important to the United States and which frequently restrict access to such information. Utilizing indigenous and primary sources, Jamestown’s material is delivered without political bias, filter or agenda. It is often the only source of information which should be, but is not always, available through official or intelligence channels, especially in regard to Eurasia and terrorism.

Origins

Founded in 1984 by William Geimer, The Jamestown Foundation made a direct contribution to the downfall of Communism through its dissemination of information about the closed totalitarian societies of Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union.

William Geimer worked with Arkady Shevchenko, the highest-ranking Soviet official ever to defect when he left his position as undersecretary general of the United Nations. Shevchenko’s memoir *Breaking With Moscow* revealed the details of Soviet superpower diplomacy, arms control strategy and tactics in the Third World, at the height of the Cold War. Through its work with Shevchenko, Jamestown rapidly became the leading source of information about the inner workings of the captive nations of the former Communist Bloc. In addition to Shevchenko, Jamestown assisted the former top Romanian intelligence officer Ion Pacepa in writing his memoirs. Jamestown ensured that both men published their insights and experience in what became bestselling books. Even today, several decades later, some credit Pacepa’s revelations about Ceausescu’s regime in his bestselling book *Red Horizons* with the fall of that government and the freeing of Romania.

The Jamestown Foundation has emerged as a leading provider of information about Eurasia. Our research and analysis on conflict and instability in Eurasia enabled Jamestown to become one of the most reliable sources of information on the post-Soviet space, the Caucasus and Central Asia as well as China. Furthermore, since 9/11, Jamestown has utilized its network of indigenous experts in more than 50 different countries to conduct research and analysis on terrorism and the growth of al-Qaeda and al-Qaeda offshoots throughout the globe.

By drawing on our ever-growing global network of experts, Jamestown has become a vital source of unfiltered, open-source information about major conflict zones around the world—from the Black Sea to Siberia, from the Persian Gulf to Latin America and the Pacific. Our core of intellectual talent includes former high-ranking government officials and military officers, political scientists, journalists, scholars and economists. Their insight contributes significantly to policymakers engaged in addressing today’s newly emerging global threats in the post 9/11 world.
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Executive Summary

During the last several years, the Russian Airborne Troops (Vozdushno-Desantnye Voyska—VDV) have undergone important changes in organization as well as the procurement of equipment—a process that is by no means complete. For the foreseeable future, the VDV is set to expand the number of units and continue to introduce modern combat vehicles like the BMD-4M and BTR-MDM. At the same time, however, the changes represent at least a partial return to Soviet practices with the reintroduction of tank units and, in the next few years, helicopter and artillery units to the VDV. In addition, the Airborne Troops’ exercise activities have shown an increased intensity, with progressively more comprehensive drills in recent years. The Russian military leadership clearly continues to see the VDV as having a crucial role to play on the current and future battlefield.

Key Takeaways:

- The VDV has a long and proud history dating back to the 1930s and has participated in all armed conflicts in the Soviet Union’s and Russian Federation’s history since 1941.

- The Russian military leadership continues to see the VDV as having a crucial role to play on the current and future battlefield.

- The VDV comprises both airborne and air assault units, making this service a flexible instrument. The operational use of its units can be specially tailored depending on the enemy, weather, terrain and other factors.

- During the last few years, the VDV has experienced a remarkable development, including the addition of new units and the introduction of a wide range of new equipment.

- The airborne and air assault divisions are now regaining their third regiments, lost in the aftermath of the collapse of the Soviet Union.

- Not having organic fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft has been a drawback; but the VDV will, in the medium-term perspective, receive its own army aviation—i.e., helicopter—brigade.

- The VDV will, at an unspecified time, probably after 2025, obtain its own artillery brigade, which is a novelty for the service.

- The introduction of tank units has increased the firepower of the air assault units.
• So far, nine battalion sets of the modern BMD-4M and BTR-MDM combat vehicles have been delivered. However, older and upgraded BMD-2M combat vehicles are being retained for now.

• Combat support vehicles based on the BMD-4M and BTR-MDM will be introduced in the VDV and contribute to an increased fire power and operational capability.

• Although BMD-4Ms and BTR-MDMs can be air dropped with personnel onboard, this has only taken place on one occasion, when a BTR-MDM was dropped with a crew of three onboard.

• Over time, VDV exercises have become more frequent and complex.

• The majority of the soldiers in the VDV are contract soldiers, but about 20 percent of the personnel strength will, on a continuous basis, be made up of conscripts.

• As with Russian Naval Infantry, the Airborne Troops’ Achilles’ heel is a shortage of available transport assets. That shortage is likely to remain for the foreseeable future.

• If the plans for the further development of the VDV until 2025 can be fulfilled, Russia will possess a service that, to a certain extent, resembles its former Soviet self, with increased fire power, more capabilities and with a high degree of readiness. This will again make the VDV the tool of choice to be used in an initial phase of a conflict, like was the case in the Soviet interventions in Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan.
Introduction

The Russian Airborne Troops (Воздушно-Десантные Во́йска—VDV) have, in recent years, undergone key organizational changes, obtained an influx of new equipment, and received a new commander.¹ Some of the most consequential advances have occurred since the summer of 2018; that year, the authorities notably finalized plans for the development of the service until 2030.² As noted by the commander of the VDV, Colonel General Andrei Serdiukov, in a December 2020 interview with Izvestia, “Today, the objective of the evolution of the Airborne Forces has become their development as the basis for a rapid-reaction force with an optimal combat strength, outfitted with the most modern weapons [and] battlefield and special equipment.”³

Yet with a few exceptions, these important developments saw surprisingly limited coverage even in media sources dedicated to closely tracking and analyzing Russia’s Armed Forces. The aim of this study is, therefore, to offer a detailed overview and assessment of recent progress within the VDV. Though, to understand where this uniquely Russian branch of service may be going, it is worth looking more closely at its historical origins.

The VDV has its roots in an experiment carried out by the Soviet Red Army on August 2, 1930, a date since 2006 celebrated as Airborne Troops’ Day. During an air force exercise on that day over Voronezh, a parachute unit of 12 men was dropped from a TB-3 bomber.⁴ To the Soviet commanders, this experiment illustrated the benefits of parachute units seizing terrain in the enemy’s rear, and it became the starting point for the development of Soviet airborne units.⁵ At the same time, the Soviet initiative was possibly also motivated by the experience, in April 1929, of transporting a small force by

---


air to what is today Tajikistan, where it then annihilated the local insurgents. By 1933, parachute units were organized in the Byelorussian, Ukrainian, Volga and Moscow military districts; and in 1935, the military held a major exercise in the Kiev Military District, where airborne units notably took part—the motorized regiment of the 3rd Aviation Brigade and a composite parachute regiment. Before the eyes of foreign military attachés, 1,188 Soviet paratroopers jumped out of airplanes; after reaching the ground, these forces quickly prepared a landing field, to where additional units could be airlifted. As of summer 1941, the Soviet authorities managed to organize five airborne corps of 10,000 soldiers each; and in September 1941, the People’s Military Commissariat ordered the organization of another five corps that had to be operational as of February 1, 1942.

During the Great Patriotic War, the Soviet Union carried out a number of airborne operations, but all of them were hampered, to one degree or another, by the poor availability of transport aircraft and shortcomings in planning and implementation. As a result, the Soviet airborne operations neither achieved great success, nor lived up to Moscow’s pre-war expectations regarding the wartime use of airborne forces. Between 1941 and 1945, the airborne forces there, thus, effectively relegated to a separate ground force service, albeit of an elite character. In the course of the war, the airborne forces’ designations and composition also changed a number of times; and by April 1945, there were only three airborne divisions in the Soviet Armed Forces.

Starting in 1946, Soviet airborne units were transferred to the Ground Forces and, at the same time, formed part of the reserve of the Soviet military headquarters, while subordinated to the minister of defense. In the aftermath of the Second World War, Red Army airborne forces fought the Lithuanian partisan “Forest Brothers”; also at this time, the high command began drafting new plans for their further development. Throughout the postwar period, airborne units were provided with new equipment, including combat vehicles, artillery and modern anti-tank weapons, significantly

---


8 Ibid.

9 Roman Alekhin, Vozdushno-desantnye voyska: istoriya rossiskogo desanta, (Eksmo, Moscow, 2009), 98.

10 In Russian historiography, the Great Patriotic War denotes the Soviet Union’s conflict with Nazi Germany during World War II, between June 22, 1941, and May 9, 1945.

11 Alekhin, Vozdushno-desantnye voyska, 167–186

12 Ibid, 147.

increasing their firepower. And as new transport aircraft—An-12s, An-22s and Il-76s—entered service, it finally became possible to more routinely aerially transit and drop not only personnel but also equipment. The driving force behind the development of the airborne forces was their legendary commander, Vasily Margelov (1954–1959, 1961–1979). His impact on the service was so great that the abbreviation VDV jokingly became referred to as *Voyska Dyadi Vasi*—“Uncle Vasya’s Troops.”

The VDV has regularly participated in major Soviet exercises during the postwar period as well as in the invasions of Hungary (1956) and Czechoslovakia (1968) and, not least, the war in Afghanistan (1979–1989). Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, the now-Russian VDV took part in the two Chechen wars (1994–1996, 1999–2000), the war with Georgia (2008), the annexation of Ukraine’s Crimean Peninsula (2014) and the ensuing conflict in Ukrainian Donbas (particularly, 2014–2015). The airborne forces’ experience in Afghanistan continues to play a key role, as do the lessons learned in Georgia in 2008, in influencing some of the VDV’s organizational changes implemented over the past several years—as well as the announced reforms planned for the near future.

Organization

The VDV was split off from the Ground Forces in 1964 (in conjunction with the organization of new air-assault units), becoming a separate branch of service. By the end of the Soviet era, it comprised seven airborne divisions, of which only two were located in the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (i.e., what after 1991 became the Russian Federation). As a result of a meeting of the presidents of Russia, Kazakhstan, Kirgizstan and Uzbekistan, in Tashkent, in 1992, an agreement was reached concerning the division of the former Soviet units, including the airborne forces, between the former Soviet republics. In 1992–1993, the airborne units garrisoned outside the former Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic were relocated to Russia, and the Russian Airborne Troops were officially established as a result of the presidential decree of May 7, 1992.

The aforementioned air-assault units, which, until 1988, were not part of the VDV, but of the Ground Forces, in 1986 consisted of approximately 16 brigades, 2 regiments and 20 battalions, with a total wartime strength of 65,000–70,000 soldiers. In connection with the airborne units, it should be noted that the air-assault brigades organically had an included helicopter regiment for transport and support tasks.

---

15 Viktor Syunkov, Boevaya Moshch SSSR (Moscow 2017), 294.
18 Viktor Syunkov, Boevaya Moshch SSSR (Moscow 2017), 295.
19 Syunkov, Boevaya Moshch, 295.
Fact Box

Airborne and air-assault units are used to engage and destroy enemy forces or to seize and hold key terrain in the depth of enemy territory, often using the element of surprise. Airborne and air-assault units both carry out airmobile operations (see graphic below) but differ when it comes to means of insertion, equipment, etc.

In simplest terms, **airborne forces** are military units moved by aircraft and “dropped” into battle, whereas **air-assault units** are moved into battle by rotary-wing aircraft.

In the modern VDV, there are two air-assault divisions and four air-assault brigades. The latter units, besides using rotary-wing aircraft for insertion, can also be air-dropped into battle because these air-assault brigades organically have a constituent airborne battalion.

---

These above-described units, as well as the Armed Forces in general, were all dramatically affected by the dissolution of the Soviet Union, which led to units being disbanded or relocated to new garrisons and their exercise activities being a drastically reduced. During this process, the divisions’ third regiment was disbanded in order to beef up remaining units in the divisions. The personnel strength of the VDV during the Soviet period, then about 80,000, was reduced to around 35,000; and the air-assault units were returned to the Ground Forces before being quietly dissolved in 1996. The radical long-term reforms of the Russian Armed Forces, initiated in 2008, partially excluded the VDV, which underwent its own reforms already in 2006, when the Russian government adopted a five-year development program for the service. Among other things, this program divided the Airborne Troops into separate parachute and air-assault units. Yet as a result of the wider reforms initiated in 2008, several of the VDV’s airborne units were disbanded and the number of officer positions was reduced, similar to what was happening in the other Russian branches and arms of service. Furthermore, the aircraft and helicopters belonging to the VDV were transferred to the Air Force (Voyenno-Vozdushnye Sily—VVS). At the same time (2008–2009), some officials sought to reorganize the VDV’s airborne divisions into brigades, mirroring the process underway in the Ground Forces. However, the then-newly appointed commander of the VDV, Colonel General Vladimir Shamanov, managed to stave these efforts off.

The Airborne Troops are presently subordinated directly to the Russian commander in chief—i.e., the president—but can also be subordinated the commanders of the military districts/strategic-operational commands or constitute a reserve for the minister of defense. According to the commander of the VDV,

Presently, the Airborne Troops are an independent, highly mobile branch of the Armed Forces. [The VDV] is designed as the basis of the rapid-reaction forces for a prompt response to the emergence of aggression, [and] the localization and suppression of an armed conflict at an early stage of its development, both on the territory of our country and beyond its borders.


24 Mikhail Barabanov, Russia’s New Army (Centre for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies, Moscow 2011), 39.

In wartime, “the blue berets” will parachute behind enemy lines and go into battle in order to disrupt command of units, weapons and communications, to capture and destroy critical facilities, disrupt the formation and deployment of reserves. Furthermore, the Airborne Troops are capable of solving many other important tasks, both independently and in cooperation with units of the military districts. In addition, the Airborne Troops are the main component of the Collective Rapid Reaction Force of the Collective Security Treaty Organization [CSTO].

The following units are today included in the VDV:

- **Airborne divisions**
  - 98th Guards Airborne Division (GAD 98), Ivanovo. Two airborne regiments.
  - 106th Guards Airborne Division (GAD 106), Tula. Two airborne regiments.

- **Air-assault divisions**
  - 7th Guards Air Assault Division (GAAD 7), Novorossiysk. Two air-assault regiments and possibly also a third air-assault regiment, the 97th, which was disbanded in 1997. In 2015, this regiment was said to be resurrected; and in December 2017, a battalion, the 171st Air Assault Battalion, forming the nucleus of the regiment, was organized and located to Feodosia, in Crimea. The is also the first unit in the history of the VDV to be garrisoned in Crimea, something first considered in 2015. Information about when the 97th Air-Assault Regiment actually would be organized has varied over time. 

---


29 Ibid.

30 Ibid.

31 “V Krimy posle 2020 goda razvernut desantnno-shturmovoy polk VDV”, MILPRESS VOENNOE, February 18, 2016, [https://военное.рф/2016/%D0%9A%D1%80%D1%8B%D0%BC1/](https://военное.рф/2016/%D0%9A%D1%80%D1%8B%D0%BC1/).


claimed, in 2016, that the 97th regiment was to be fully organized by 2018. The same year, Mil.Press suggested the deadline might be 2019; a year later, official announcements stated that the 171st Air-Assault Battalion would be upgraded to a full regiment in 2019. The latter contradicted what the commander of the VDV stated in December 2019, about the formation of the new regiment beginning in 2020. However, a short article on the homepage of the Russian Ministry of Defense, from June 8, 2020, indicates that the regiment already might be operational.

- 76th Guards Air Assault Division (GAAD 76), Pskov. Three air-assault regiments.
- Air-assault brigades
  - 11th Guards Air-Assault Brigade (GAABde 11), Ulan Ude (transferred from the Ground Forces in 2013). One airborne battalion, two air assault battalions.
  - 31st Guards Air-Assault Brigade (GAABde 31), Ulyanovsk. One airborne battalion, two air-assault battalions.
  - 56th Guards Air-Assault Brigade (GAABde 56), Kamysin (transferred from the Ground Forces in 2013). One airborne battalion, two or three air-assault battalions.
  - 83rd Guards Air-Assault Brigade (GAABde 83), Ussurisk (transferred from the Ground Forces in 2013). One airborne battalion, two air-assault battalions.
- Other units
  - 45th Spetsnaz Brigade, Kubinka
  - 30th Communications Brigade, Medvezhi Ozera

---


In addition to the units above, the Russian Airborne Troops also possess their own training grounds, training facilities and maintenance units, etc.

The core units in the airborne divisions are the parachute regiments; and in the air-assault divisions, the most central are the two air-assault regiments. The air-assault brigades, in their turn, comprise one parachute and two air-assault battalions. However, when it comes to the organization of the air-assault brigades, the numbers of air-assault versus airborne battalions differ between various sources. One Ukrainian source claims that all VDV air-assault brigades have four battalions—possibly made up of two air-assault and two airborne battalions. The possibility of four battalions also finds support in what General Lieutenant Nikolai Ignatov stated in an article in Krasnaya Zvezda, in 2018, about the GAABde 56 receiving another air-assault battalion before the end of the year.

Of the airborne forces the GAD 98 and GAABde 31 are rapid-reaction units within the framework of the Moscow-led CSTO.

The number of units in the VDV have, in recent years, been subjected to further changes, with the return of the air-assault brigades from the Ground Forces as just one example. Additionally, there have been efforts to expand the service, either by adding a third regiment to the divisions or by setting up new units or reorganizing existing ones. This has, over time, been reflected in a number of high-level official statements; though, in many cases, these remarks were mutually contradictory or included claims that belied reality. Illustratively, in June 2013, the then-head of the VDV, Colonel General Shamanov, announced that an additional—i.e., a third, “missing”—regiment would be incorporated into the service’s divisions by 2020. Earlier, he had also suggested to the Ministry of Defense that a helicopter regiment and an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) company ought to be included in the VDV’s air-assault divisions, while a squadron of An-2s should be added to the airborne


43 Juriiy Barash, “Vosduhno-desantnye voyska Rossii: Etap perevoorusheniya. Chast 1,” OPK, August 6, 2028. http://opk.com.ua/%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B7%D0%B4%D1%83%D1%88%D0%BD%D0%BE-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B5-%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B0-%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B8%D0%B8-%D1%8D%D1%82%D0%B0/.


divisions to facilitate basic jump training.\textsuperscript{47} The plans for a third regiment were, however, postponed in 2016—to be introduced only after 2020.\textsuperscript{48} That statement was directly contradicted a number of times in ensuing years. A prime example in this context is what has been said over time about the 97\textsuperscript{th} Air-Assault Regiment.

One division where the third regiment has returned is the GAAD 76, which, according to an order issued by the Ministry of Defense on January 1, 2018, received a third regiment—the 237\textsuperscript{th}.\textsuperscript{49}

Beginning in 2013, the reconnaissance companies in the airborne divisions and the air-assault units were reorganized into intelligence battalions and, initially, into the GAAD 98 and GAABde 31.\textsuperscript{50} This process has continued, and since 2016 more new units were added: namely, tank, UAV and electronic countermeasures (ECM) companies.\textsuperscript{51} The introduction of tactical-level UAV and ECM units, in particular, is assumed to be the result of Russia’s experience in its war with Georgia in 2008, operations in Ukraine since 2014 and the Syrian operation. Thus, by early 2019, there were six UAV companies and two UAV platoons in the VDV.\textsuperscript{52} Presently all VDV divisions and air-assault brigades are assumed to include a reconnaissance battalion, an ECM company and a UAV company/platoon. As regards aerial drones, at the end of 2019, UAV companies or platoons had been organized in all divisions and brigades.\textsuperscript{53}

Yet of the aforementioned newly added units, tank companies may be the most interesting. Officials first announced in 2015 that these armored units would be organized by the end of that year.\textsuperscript{54} But due


\textsuperscript{51} “V VDV budut sformirovany novye pazvedbatalony,” \emph{RIA Novosti}, January 21, 2016, https://ria.ru/20160121/1362763047.html#ixzz3v3ZqvQsQ.


\textsuperscript{54} “VDV v 2016 godu mogut poluchit modernizirovannuyu pushki ‘Sput-SD,’ ” \emph{RIA Novosti} July 31, 2015, https://ria.ru/20150731/1155960657.html#ixzz3hiEwvbtr.
to unknown reasons, their introduction was delayed, with the process of organizing tank companies in all VDV air-assault divisions and brigades only “complete” on December 1, 2016; and indeed, some of these new units did not receive their T-72B3 tanks until early 2017.\(^5\) Furthermore, the tank companies were supposed to have been upgraded to battalion strength in 2018.\(^6\) However, this seems not to have been the case and was only accomplished by early 2019 in the two air-assault divisions and in one air-assault brigade—the GAABde.\(^5\) The usual practice, whereby a newly introduced unit or capability attracts comprehensive attention, appears not to have been the case with the new air-assault tank companies. At least not initially.

The presence of tank units in the Airborne Troops is not a wholly novel development. A tank battalion was organized in the GAD 98 in 1963, but it was disbanded three years later; moreover, in 1982, during the war in Afghanistan, a similar battalion was organized in the GAD 103, equipped with 15 T-62s.\(^5\) The latter battalion ended up being disbanded when the Soviet forces left Afghanistan.\(^9\) Finally, a tank regiment was part of the VDV during the first war in Chechnya.\(^9\) This limited experience of employing tanks within VDV ranks likely played a decisive role in the process of introducing tank companies to the service starting in 2015.

Yet combat units are not the only formations to have been newly organized or upgraded within the VDV. For example, the 150th Maintenance Battalion, disbanded in 2010, was organized anew seven years later.\(^6\)


\(^{5}\) “Desantnikov,” Izvestia.

\(^{6}\) Ibid.

In addition to the unit-level reorganization detailed above, Russia has also, in the last few years, carried out an experiment regarding a new organizational structure in the VDV air-assault units. These efforts surfaced in connection with the strategic-operational exercise Vostok 2018 in September of that year but began already in 2017. Moreover, according to Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu, additional such testing was carried out all through June to November of 2018. The testing of the new organization continued during the exercises Tsentr 2019 and Kavkaz 2020. The origin of these experiments can be traced to a suggestion made in 2012 by the then-commander of the VDV, Vladimir Shamanov, to add a helicopter regiment to the GAABde 31. His suggestion likely intended to remedy a serious shortcoming (alluded to above), when, as a result of the reforms begun in 2008, army aviation (i.e., helicopters) was transferred to the Air Force and subordinated to the commanders of the military districts and not to the VDV. Such an arrangement hampers the planning and execution of air-landing operations. However, this problem promises to be remedied as soon as the VDV obtains its own army-aviation brigade. The planned brigade will consist of four helicopter squadrons (with a total of 48–50 helicopters), one of which will be equipped with the multirole Mi-35M (Hind E). Three places were mentioned in 2019 as possible base locations for the brigade: Voronezh, Ryazan or Orenburg. According to announced plans, the brigade is to be organized during 2020–2021, but it remains to be seen if it will be an independent brigade or part of the upgraded GAABde 31. In December 2020, Deputy Defense Minister Aleksei Krivoruchko stated that eight Mi-8AMTSh-VN Sapsans ("Peregrine") will be delivered to the Armed Forces, including to the VDV’s helicopter brigade. A statement indicating that the brigade is being formed.

---


The unit most notably involved in the VDV’s organizational restructuring experiments has been the GAABde 31, a former airborne division (the 104th) that, in 1998, was “downsized” to an air-assault brigade. During Vostok 2018, transport- and attack-helicopter squadrons were subordinated to the brigade, and two airmobile battalions were organized within this brigade.69 According to Izvestia, as a result of the following year’s Tsentr 2019 exercise, it was decided to reorganize the GAABde 31 into an airmobile brigade.70 The brigade is intended to be upgraded to division strength, something mentioned already in 2015, and then as an ordinary air-assault division with three air assault regiments.71 This seems to have changed as a result of the experiments, and the upgraded GAABde 31 will possibly be named the 104th Airmobile Division and appear in 2023, comprising one air-assault brigade and one army-aviation brigade. This would be an odd organization choice if the VDV is to have just one army-aviation brigade. A separate brigade that can support any of the VDV’s air-assault units might be a better option. Nevertheless, evident plans to create an additional division also resonates with what the commander of the VDV wrote in a February 2019 article in Krasnaya Zvezda regarding how the VDV would look in 2025: five divisions, four air-assault brigades and an artillery brigade.72 The same units were, with a couple of exceptions, also mentioned during one lecture, “The Role of the VDV in Future Armed Conflicts,” delivered during the October 2020 Ogarkov Readings, organized by the Center for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies (CAST).73 Accordingly, the upgrading of the GAABde 31 to division strength implies that, in 2025, there will only be three air-assault brigades in the VDV, and the artillery brigade will appear “in perspective”—i.e. beyond 2025. In any case, an artillery brigade in the airborne forces is a novelty, and it remains to be seen when it will appear as well as how it will be organized and equipped.

In addition to organizational changes in existing units, there have also been frequent claims made about setting up new units within the Airborne Troops. In 2013, Russian media outlets reported on the creation of an additional VDV air-assault brigade—the 345th—to be organized in Voronezh in

---


2016. That date later had to be postponed to 2017–2019, for economic reasons. The announced brigade would bear the traditions of the 345th Airborne Regiment, dissolved in 1998 and once one of the regiments in the 104th Airborne Division, which was downsized in 1998 to a brigade—i.e., the GAABde 31. Presently, it seems less likely that a new air-assault brigade will appear in the VDV, for at least two reasons. First, what the commander of the VDV mentioned about the future of the service does not herald an increase in the number of air-assault brigades. Second, if the upgrading of the GAABde 31 results in an air-assault division, one of its organic regiments will most certainly bear the designation 345th.

As regards organization, possible to conclude that, in 2019, the VDV obtained its own so-called scientific company. The small unit, with a strength of around 80 conscripts, is located within the GAD 106 and is one of 17 such scientific companies in the Russian Armed Forces. The idea behind these formations is twofold: first, to use conscripts with higher education to carry out research for the benefit of the Armed Forces, and second, to coax the conscripts to a future career in the military or the arms industry. The conscripts serving in the VDV’s scientific company undergo military training just one day a week. The rest of the week, they carry out research at the KBP Instrument Design Bureau, one of the leading design firms in the Russian defense industry, or at NPO Splav, one of the foremost developers and manufacturers of multiple-launch rocket systems.

---


During the last several years, the Russian defense ministry stepped up the allocation of modernized and/or new equipment to the VDV. During the period 2012–2017, the volume of modern equipment increased three and a half times, and by the end of 2018, 63 percent of the equipment was categorized as “modern.”78 The latter figure increased to 67.9 percent by the end of 2019 and was set to reach 72 percent in 2020.79 These percentages have varied over time and from spokesperson to spokesperson; thus, in 2018, even 75 percent was mentioned as the goal for 2020.80 Ultimately, neither stated objective was quite reached that year, with modern equipment making up 71.6 percent, according to the Ministry of Defense in December 2020.81

Despite the figures above, the majority of the VDV’s 2,293 combat vehicles in service in 2018 were still the older, 1980s-era BMD-1s and BMD-2s; and of its fleet of 850 BTR-Ds, fewer than 100 were BTR-MDM Rakushkas, the most modern version.82 Presently, the VDV is receiving the most modern vehicles—BMD-4Ms and BTR-MDMs—but these are unlikely to completely replace all of the older

78 “Modernizatsiya vosdushno-desantnykh voysk: novye namereny,” Voennoe Obozrenie, March 19, 2018, https://topwar.ru/137985-modernizaciya-vozdushno-desantnyh-voysk-rezultaty-i-plany.html; “Komanduyushchiy VDV rasskazal o vypolnenii postavlennykh v 2018 godu zadach,” Rambler, December 18, 2018, https://news.rambler.ru/army/41449188-komanduyuschiy-vdv-rasskazal-o-vypolnenii-zadach/. The meaning of the expression “modern equipment” has never been given a satisfactory Russian explanation. For the purposes of this study, “modern equipment” is interpreted as a piece of equipment equal to or more capable than the corresponding Western piece of equipment.


82 Juriiy Barash, “Vosdushno-desantnye voyska Rossii: Etap perevoorusheniya. Chast 2,” OPK, August 15, 2018, http://opk-com.com.ua/%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B7%D0%B4%D1%83%D1%88%D0%BD%D0%BE-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B5-%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B0-%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%81%D0%B8%D0%B8-%D1%8D%D1%82%D0%B0-2/
vehicles still in service. Indeed, it is less expensive to modernize older vehicles than to produce entirely new ones. Therefore, the VDV will, starting in 2021, receive 600 modernized BMD-2s (classified as BMD-2Ms); and among those, an unknown number will be BMD-2K-AU command vehicles.83 This means that, at a minimum, about 60 percent of the BMD-2s will be modernized.84

In comparison with its predecessor, the BMD-2M boasts increased firepower thanks to the Bereg weapons station, which includes a 30-millimeter gun, two 7.62-centimeter machine guns and anti-tank missiles. It will also have better communications and superior fire control systems.85 This process of upgrading the older BMD-2s is not a new development. As early as 2014, officials declared that, by 2017, the VDV would receive about 200 modernized BMD-2s.86 Whether these vehicles were to be equipped with the Bereg is unclear but seems less likely considering that tests with Bereg-equipped BMD-2Ms were still ongoing in 2019.87

The Airborne Troops initially had no plans to procure the BMD-4M combat vehicle—an improved version of the BMD-4, which, in turn, was an improved version of the BMD-3—because the vehicle lacked protection, foremost against mines.88 However, that changed with the appointment of a new minister of defense, Sergei Shoigu, in 2012. At that point, the vehicle underwent new testing; and in 2014, the Ministry of Defense concluded a three-year contract with the company Traktorny Zavody concerning the delivery of more than 250 BMD-4Ms to the VDV.89 A later contract foresaw the


87 “Modernizirovannye BMD-2M prokhodyat gosispitanya c novym boevvym module,” MILPRESS VOENNOE, July 31, 2019, https://военное.рф/2019/%D0%98%D1%81%D0%BF%D1%8B%D1%82%D0%B0%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%84/.


delivery of about 132 BMD-4Ms and 55 BTR-MDMs between 2018 and 2020. The commander of the VDV also stated, in 2014, that the Airborne Troops would receive 1,500 BMD-4Ms and 2,500 BTR-MDMs (i.e., a complete replacement of the combat vehicle inventory) by 2025. Yet those stated plans look far less likely to come to fruition considering the recent choice to procure BMD-2Ms as a halfway measure.

Until mid-2020, 320 BMD-4Ms and 180 BTR-MDMs have been produced. And so far, 9 battalion sets have been delivered to the VDV, each set comprising 31 BMD-4Ms and 8 BTR-MDMs. The latest delivery took place on November 25, 2020, when the GAAD 7 received a battalion set. This was the division’s first delivery of these vehicles. Another battalion set was apparently supposed to be delivered to the VDV in mid-December 2020, but for unknown reasons that acquisition never materialized.

Until the end of 2020, deliveries of battalion sets were made to the following units:

- September 2016: GAD 106
- December 2016: GAD 106
- April 2017: GAABde 31
- August 2017: GAABde 31
- February 2018: GAAD 76
- March 2019: GAAD 76
- January 2020: GAAD 76
- June 2020: GAAD 76

---


Taken together, this means that 9 out of the VDV’s 43 battalions are presently equipped with BMD-4Ms and BTR-MDMs.96

The deliveries are, with one exception, assumed to have been accomplished according to plan—that is, two sets a year. In October 2018, the commander of the VDV, Colonel General Andrei Serdiukov, stated that two additional battalion sets would be delivered before the end of the year.97 Yet those sets never materialized, as a result of Western sanctions on the defense contractor Kurganmashzavod, which produces the BMD-4M. The planned delivery of the two additional battalion sets were, therefore, postponed until 2019, when Russian substitutes for the sanctioned Western components in question became available.98 However, just one set was delivered in 2019, suggesting that the problems still remained that year.

The BMD-4M amphibious infantry fighting vehicle weighs about 14 tons, compared to 8.2 tons for the BMD-2—which strains the carrying capacity limit for the Il-76 transport aircraft. Although the plane can carry up to three BMD-4Ms, the tracked combat vehicle’s size means that its crew and the paratroopers have to be seated in and dropped together with the vehicle rather than separately.99 The BMD-4M is reportedly designed to be airdropped with personnel on board, but this has never been publicly observed to date—unlike when it comes to the BTR-MDM.

The BMD-4M seems never to have been dropped in a tactical context until an exercise held in July 2020, when three of these tracked vehicles were dropped at the same time from an Il-76. Prior to that demonstration, VDV personnel had not been allowed to carry out preparations and the actual dropping of the vehicle on their own,100 apparently due to certain complications or limitations involving the PBS-950U/Bakhchia-U-PDS and PBS-955 parachute systems used in connection with the BMD-4M. Those systems started to be delivered in 2019 and are being tested in connection with

---


Thus, until the exercise in July 2020, VDV personnel had to accomplish all preparations under the supervision of those responsible for the testing of those parachute systems. It appears that those tests were concluded in July, and the ensuing VDV exercise seems to have been part of the preparations for Kavkaz 2020. As part of the Kavakaz strategic-operational exercise that September, a parachute company, including ten BMD-4s, was dropped from five Il-76MDs. Notably, the vehicles were prepared for dropping by their own crews, who parachuted to the ground after the combat vehicles had been felled.

In its basic version, the BTR-MDM is a simple transport vehicle built on the chassis of a BMD-4M. It features a crew of 2 though can seat up to 13 paratroopers. In July 2018, the VDV took part in an exercise that involved airdropping the BTR-MDM with a crew onboard from a height of 1,800 meters. At the time, officials claimed this was the first demonstration of its type—a rather improbable assertion considering that this event took place in front of a large crowd of spectators and the media. Considering the high risk of something going wrong, it seems highly unlikely that the authorities would have attempted such a complicated training exercise publicly without having successfully tried it at least once before. In any case, the airdrop had been expected: as early as April 2018, the tabloid Izvestia reported that a BMD-4M with crew on board would be dropped from an airplane during an exercise “in August.” That cited date was later corrected by the TV channel Zvezda, which mentioned that during the mid-July 2020, exercise both a BMD-4M and a BTR-MDM would be dropped with personnel onboard. The fact that a BTR-MDM was dropped publicly instead of a BMD-4M suggests that military officials felt the time was not yet ripe for such a demonstration involving the advanced infantry fighting vehicle—at least not in front of spectators and the media.

---


Even though uncertainty continues to exist regarding whether or not either aforementioned vehicle has ever truly been tested in parachute jumps with onboard crews, the dropping of armored combat carriers with personnel inside is not a new capability for the Russian airborne forces. The first ever such recorded demonstration took place on January 5, 1973, and has been exercised again on a number of later occasions. But such manned vehicle airdrop exercises are certainly not a daily occurrence, having been undertaken only on special occasions, after a decision from the top commander of the VDV. This may thus explain why one source has claimed that only 60 persons in total have ever accomplished this feat.

Both the BMD-4M and the BTR-MDM are built as part of a broader family of combat and support vehicles. It is safe to assume that additional vehicles built off of the designs will also be developed in the near future—such as, for example, a command vehicle based on the BTR-MDM model. At present, this vehicle family includes, in particular:

- The BMD-4M, from which the following variants have been developed:
  - The tank destroyer, or rather a light amphibious tank 2S25M Sprut-SDM1, an upgraded version of the Sprut-SD, with a new engine as well as enhanced armor and fire control. This vehicle has undergone trials in 2019, and was said to be introduced in the VDV in 2020. However, the trials have continued during 2020 and are not expected to be concluded until 2022 at the earliest.
  - The Ptitselov, an anti-aircraft missile system that will appear in the VDV from 2022, equipped with 12 9M340 Sosna-R surface-to-air missiles. Reportedly, the missile has been

---
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modernized to increase its performance.\textsuperscript{113} The Ptitselov will not only appear in the VDV, but a version based on the BMP-3 is also planned for the Ground Forces.\textsuperscript{114} Presently, the Ptitselov is undergoing tests and should be introduced in the airborne and ground forces from 2022.\textsuperscript{115}  

- The Lotos, 2S42, a self-propelled 120-millimeter mortar system that replaces the Nona, of which there are about 750 in the VDV.\textsuperscript{116} The same number of Lotos will be delivered to the Airborne Troops by 2025.\textsuperscript{117} The vehicle is intended for both the VDV and Naval Infantry and has been shown both in a tracked and a wheeled variant; however, the final version will reportedly be tracked.\textsuperscript{118} The Lotos underwent trials in 2019, and serial production was supposed to begin in 2020.\textsuperscript{119} However, for unknown reasons, the trials have continued in 2020 and will also happen during 2021, before serial production might begin.\textsuperscript{120}  

- The reconnaissance vehicle Pervoput, whose development is said to have begun in 2018.\textsuperscript{121}
The recovery vehicle Affekt-M.\footnote{Bolee desyati obraztsov. Na base BMD-4M sozdadut novye boevye mashini, Novosti VPK, May 21, 2018, \url{https://vpk.name/news/215756_bolee_desyati_obrazcov_na_baze_bmd-4m_sozdadut_novye_boevye_mashiny.html}.}

The BMD-4M will also form the basis for an anti-tank vehicle equipped with the Kornet-D1 missile. Trials of the vehicle were reportedly concluded in late 2020.\footnote{Anton Lavrov, Roman Kretsul, ‘'Kornety' v telyashkakh: desantnikov perebooryshayut raketami-ubiytsami,’ Izvestia, November 5, 2020, \url{https://iz.ru/1082790/anton-lavrov-roman-kretcul/kornety-v-telniashkhakh-desantnikov-perevooruzhajut-raketami-ubitcami}.} The man-portable version of the Kornet has already been introduced in the VDV, and it is also equipping the armored cars Tigr and Typhoon-VDV.\footnote{Ibid.} The Kornet will replace all the older anti-tank missiles in the VDV’s inventory. The anti-tank version of the BMD-4M will equip the anti-tank battalions in the VDV.

- The BTR-MDM, from which the following variants have been developed:
  - The MP-D and the MRU-D, an anti-aircraft command vehicle and a radar vehicle, respectively.\footnote{VDV stanovyatsya silnee. Moduli razvedki i upravleniya MRU-D i MP-D idut v voyska, Voennoe Obozrenie, June 21, 2018, \url{https://topwar.ru/143306-moduli-razvedki-i-upravleniya-mru-d-i-mp-d.html}.} During 2018, they were introduced in a limited number to the GAD 98 and, possibly, also to the GAD 106.\footnote{Ibid; “Moduli razvedki i upravleniya MRU-D i MP-D podsistemy MRU-D i MP-D ‘Barnaul-T’ povyshayut boevuyu effektivnost VDV Rossii,” \url{http://www.npp-rubin.ru/m/news/moduli-razvedki-i-upravlenia-mru-d-i-mp-d-podsistemy-barnaul-t}.}
  - The nuclear, biological and chemical (NBC) defense vehicle RKhM-5M. Serial production and delivery was planned to begin in 2018, but it is unclear as to how many vehicles were...
In addition to the above-mentioned vehicles, the Airborne Troops are equipped with the armored car Tigr, with 40 of them having been delivered to VDV reconnaissance units in 2017. Whether additional deliveries followed is not known, but in 2013 the VDV apparently planned to acquire 100–159 Tigrs. Tests with another armored vehicle, the 4x4-wheeled personnel carrier K-4386 Typhoon-VDV, began in 2018, and serial production was initially said to begin in 2019; but it seems delivery of the vehicle will commence first in 2021. The tests are still ongoing, and spetsnaz and reconnaissance units are the first in line to receive the new vehicle. The Typhoon-VDV will also form the basis for the 2S41 Drok, carrying an 82-millimeter mortar system, which was tested during 2019. Tests which will continue through 2021. It remains unknown when or even if the Drok will enter service with VDV units.

In addition to the vehicles mentioned above, the VDV will receive a light vehicle, a buggy based on the Strela. This vehicle is presently under development, and it is not known when the VDV plans to procure it.

---
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135 “Novye 82-mm samochodnyy minomet dlya VDV proidyot gosispitaniya v 2019 gody,” MILPRESS VOENNOE, December 11, 2018, https://поенное.рф/2018/%D0%90%D1%80%D1%82%D0%B8%D0%BB%D0%BB%D0%B5%D1%80%D0%B8%D1%8F/2/, http://tehnoomsk.ru/node/3562.

The notable equipment-related changes to the Airborne Troops have involved more than just the introduction of new or modernized vehicles. In particular, all units in the VDV have been outfitted with the new Andromeda-D command-and-control system. Additionally, the artillery units received fire control radars. And during 2018, all units were provided with the Ratnik infantry combat system. The same year, the VDV also received a total of 15 Orlan-10 and Eleron-3 UAV-systems, bringing the overall number of UAV systems within the Airborne Troops to more than 70.

New parachute systems for dropping personnel and equipment are also being developed. This includes the above-mentioned PBS-950U/Bakhchia-U-PDS, intended for airdrops of the BMD-4M and the BTR-MDM. Since the PBS-950U is not a platform-specific system, its broad adoption by the VDV promises to shorten the time required to ready parachute dropped vehicles for combat after landing. According to the CEO of Tekhnodynamika, trials of the system were concluded in 2018, and 100 systems were to be provided to the VDV in 2019. But one source has noted that just 15 systems were actually delivered in 2019, and apparently the tests continued until mid-2020.

---


The personnel strength of the VDV totaled 45,000 in 2020, according to *Military Balance*, a figure also mentioned by Russian sources and in principle not changed since 2015. However, the past several years of organizational changes foresee this figure eventually increasing to around 60,000 or even 72,000. In 2018, military media reports suggested that the personnel size of the VDV had increased by 48 percent between 2012 and 2018. If that figure is correct, the actual personnel strength would be around 52,000, assuming that the personnel strength in 2012 was about the same as in 2010—35,000. Indeed, 52,000 is not unreasonable against the background of recent organizational changes. At the same time, the proportion of conscripts in the VDV is clearly decreasing: during the autumn 2017 call-up period, new draftees numbered only 5,000, and three years later—2,500. Currently, approximately 70 percent of total personnel, about 30,000, consists of contract soldiers, a figure ultimately intended to increase to 80 percent by the end of 2020. Moreover, around 10 percent of the conscripts serving in the VDV reportedly apply for employment as contract soldiers every year.

In 2016, the then-commander of the VDV, Vladimir Shamanov, declared that the ideal personnel mix...
for the service is 20 percent conscripts and 80 percent contract soldiers. Conscripts are today found in all VDV units, with the exception of the GAABde 31, which is entirely manned by contract soldiers. The reason behind this continued reliance on conscripts is twofold: first, it is a way to recruit contract soldiers, and second, it helps establish a manning pool for mobilization purposes. In wartime, such a pool might be the 44th Airborne Division—not to be a division per se, but a manning pool providing VDV units with replacement personnel.

Since 2015, the DOSAAF, a Russian voluntary defense organization, has carried out basic parachute training for conscripts who are to be drafted into the VDV. A course named BUS-100, lasting 132 hours (with 71 hours specifically allocated for parachute training), includes three jumps. As of the fall of 2017, about 1,800 conscripts had already gone through such training, thus reducing the necessary time the VDV would have needed to allocate to basic parachute training for its incoming draftees.

All conscripts drafted into the VDV have to belong to “health group A”—i.e., possessing absolutely no limitations due to their health and weighing no more than 95 kilograms. No information is publicly available regarding how tall a Russian parachutist soldier must be; but a spetsnaz soldier is not allowed to be taller than 185 centimeters and no shorter than 170 centimeters. It is reasonable to assume that the same range applies to troops entering the VDV.

149 “Do 2021 goda chislo kontraktnikov v VDV dovedut do 80%,” MIL.PRESS VOENNOE, March 12, 2018, https://военное.рф/2018/%D0%92%D0%B4%D0%B24/.
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152 In the Soviet era, this division was previously a training division located in Kaunas, Lithuania, which, in 1987, was renamed the 242nd Training Center. In 1993, it was relocated to Omsk and Ishim, in the Russian Federation. “242Uts VDV,” Sbor Dannykh, accessed January 17, 2021, https://desantura.ru/forum/forum18/topic77/.
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Exercises

The Airborne Troops have more than 50 training ranges at the service’s disposal where comprehensive parachute drop drills can be carried out. And the number of ranges is increasing: in 2020, the VDV obtained a new range at Sinyaya Osoka, in Ivanovo Oblast. In the last few years, these ranges have undergone noticeably more intensive use as the VDV has ramped up its exercise schedule—and not solely within the borders of the Russian Federation. In 2019, the VDV participated in more than 50 bi- and multinational training activities. This was also the case in 2018, when the VDV carried out 50 bilateral exercises with units from Egypt, Kyrgyzstan, Serbia and Belarus. One such routine exercise is Slavyanskoye Bratsvo (Slavic Brotherhood), last held in Belarus, in September 2020. Slavyanskoye Bratsvo is an exercise with the participation of Russian, Belarusian and Serbian paratroopers and has been a yearly event since 2015, with the participating countries alternating as hosts. In 2020, because of the political developments in Belarus following the presidential election, Serbia abstained from sending any troops to the exercise.

Another example of the Airborne Troops’ multinational activities is the exercise Defenders of Friendship, involving Russian and Egyptian paratroopers. The first of this series of exercises took place

---


in Egypt, on October 15–26, 2016 in the vicinity of Alexandria. The latest took place in Ryazan Oblast, in August 2019, with the participation of the GAD 106, Egyptian paratroopers and, for the first time, also Belarusian special forces. Defenders of Friendship 2020 was planned to be held in Egypt, but there has been no information released about any preparations for the exercise or reports that it was ultimately ever carried out.

An important insight into the implications of the VDV’s exercise regimen came in a 2018 interview in *Krasnaya Zvezda* with the airborne service’s chief of staff, Lieutenant General Nikolai Ignatov, in which he gave an account of what had been accomplished during the winter training cycle (December 1, 2017–June 1, 2018). The planned exercises carried out during this period included:

- 72 staff and command post exercises
- 250 tactical airdrop exercises
- 130 exercises with artillery and anti-aircraft units
- 1,100 live fire exercises

Ignatov also underscored that the intensity of drills during that training cycle had increased by 8.5 percent. Officials routinely present such figures in connection with the closure of every training cycle for the Russian Armed Forces. Such statistics are difficult to check and, in some cases, are rather dubious considering how weather or the availability of exercise directors and ranges impact on training plans.

All in all, the VDV held 500 tactical exercises during 2018; and for the first time that year, the drills included the airdrop of a battalion combat group with all of its equipment. That intensive exercise

---
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tempo continued the following year. In 2019, one division, the GAAD 7, alone carried out one staff and command post exercise, three regimental exercises and a hundred company-level exercises.\textsuperscript{170}

For 2021 the following exercises are foreseen;\textsuperscript{171}

- 2,600 live fire exercises.
- Four regimental and 16 battalion exercises, which include dropping of personnel and equipment.
- 50 international activities, out of which 7 are joint exercises.
- More 150,000 parachute jumps from fixed and rotary wing aerial vehicles.
- Participation in Army Games 2021.
- Kavkaz 2021.

One of the most comprehensive exercises, jointly involving the VDV and Military Transport Aviation (\textit{Voenno-Transportnoy Aviatsii}—VTA), was carried out in the Ryazan area, on July 9–13, 2018. The participation by the VTA was unprecedented; while the exercise, in and of itself, showcased some interesting and novel features, including ostensibly (as described above) the first ever aerial drop of a BTR-MDM armored personnel carrier with a crew of three onboard.\textsuperscript{172}

The mid-July 2018 exercise involved the 137\textsuperscript{th} Airborne Regiment (Ryazan) of the GAD 106, organized into two battalion combat groups and reinforced by two artillery battalions armed with 2S9 Nona mortars, an artillery battery with D-30 howitzers, and an anti-aircraft company equipped with Strela-10M low-altitude surface-to-air missile systems.\textsuperscript{173} Additionally, special forces as well as UAVs, ECM

\begin{itemize}

  \item “Komanduyoshchiy VDV vruchil Boevoe znamya novomu,” \textit{Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation}.

  \item “Bolee 2,6 tys. strelb i bolee 150 tys. pryzhkov s parashyotom sovershat rossiiyskie desantniki v 2020-2021 uchebnom godu,” \textit{Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation}, December 1, 2020, \url{https://function.mil.ru/news_page/country/more.htm?id=12327841@egNews}.


\end{itemize}
and engineering units reinforced the regiment.\textsuperscript{174} In total, 2,500 soldiers and about 200 armored vehicles (BMD-4M, BMD-2K-AU, BTR-MDM and BMD-KSh) took part in the exercise, which was jointly directed by the commanders of the VDV and the VTA, Colonel General Serdiukov and Lieutenant General Vladimir Benediktov, respectively.\textsuperscript{175}

According to Serdiukov, the exercise comprised three phases (common to most similar exercises in the VDV): 1) preparations for and relocation from Ryazan to airfields in Ivanovo and Ulyanovsk oblast, 2) the loading of personnel and equipment, and 3) the actual airdrop and ensuing simulated combat. The last phase in connection with the exercise in July 2018 involved attacking an enemy command post followed by relocation, which included fording a stretch of water and, thereafter, seizing and holding terrain in order to ensure a high tempo of advance by the main forces—all with the support of artillery and frontal and army aviation.\textsuperscript{176} Air support was provided by MiG-31BM and Su-27 fighters, Su-24 attack jets, and Mi-24 attack helicopters—in total, 70 aircraft.\textsuperscript{177}

In order to airlift the 137\textsuperscript{th} Airborne Regiment, three air transport regiments (the 117\textsuperscript{th}, 334\textsuperscript{th} and 708\textsuperscript{th}) were employed and relocated from their ordinary bases to airfields in Ivanovo and Ulyanovsk oblasts. According to one source, 45 Il-76 strategic transport planes took part in the exercise.\textsuperscript{178} At the airfields, personnel and equipment were loaded after the 137\textsuperscript{th} Airborne Regiment arrived from Ryazan via a different means of transportation, a distance of about 300 kilometers to Ivanovo and 700 kilometers to Ulyanovsk.\textsuperscript{179} Presumably, additional VTA units must have been involved considering the appearance in the drills of other aircraft, besides Il-76s, which the three above-mentioned VTA regiments are not equipped with.

\textsuperscript{174} “V Ryazanskoy oblast v ramkakh polkovo takticheskovo ucheniya,” \textit{Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation}.


\textsuperscript{179} “Podrazdeleniya Ryazanskovo parashutno-desantnovo polka nachali podgotovku k desantirovaniyo na passtoyanii poryadka 1000 kilometrov ot mest pogruzki v samoleti voenno-transportnoy aviatsii,” \textit{TV Zvezda}, July 11, 2018, https://tvzvezda.ru/news/forces/content/8b94c0822e3e8726e386b6b548be4b0dc3f-9b504f2dcbf35a60e9a08dba8a7.
The actual airdrop exercises took place at Zhitovo and, about 75 kilometers away, at Noviki—both in Ryazan Oblast. The emphasis was on Zhitovo, where more than 700 parachutists and 50 combat vehicles were dropped. At Noviki, about 500 troops and just 12 combat vehicles were parachuted down. The number of combat vehicles mentioned suggests that less than half of them participating in the exercise were dropped; the rest were either flown in or arrived to the exercise area directly from their respective garrisons. The fact that two drop zones were used was explained by “the need to work out the command of troops at a great distance from the command post with the help of satellite communication systems R-439 and R-142DA.” In all, four command posts (division, regiment and two battalion command posts), all equipped with the Andromeda-D command-and-control system, were active during the exercise.

A similar exercise was carried out on January 11–15, 2018, in the Pskov area, involving 2,000 soldiers from the GAAD 76 and more than 20 aircraft and helicopters. Publicly available photographs believed to be of the exercise show what look to be paratroopers utilizing snow mobiles. It is not possible to establish from these images whether the VDV personnel in question were part of reconnaissance or air-assault units. But either way, the use of snow mobiles naturally offers increased mobility in winter. Interestingly, both this January 2018 exercise and the later exercise in July featured almost the same scenario: airdrops and the ensuing seizure of airfields, bringing in reinforcements, and the elimination of an enemy command post.

If the VDV in 2018 dropped a battalion combat group, the service upped the ante in 2019. During the concluding phase of the exercise Tsentr 2019, an airborne regiment was dropped at the Donguz range in Orenburg Oblast, on September 20. According to the Russian Ministry of Defense, more than 2,000 paratroopers and 200 pieces of equipment were dropped from 71 Il-76s using two drop zones. How many paratroopers actually took part is debatable, as another source specifically mentioned

---


181 “Podrazdeleniya Ryazanskovo parashutno-desantnovo polka nachali podgotovku k desantirovaniyo,” TV Zvezda.


1,500.\footnote{186}{Bolee 2 tys. voenosluzhashchikh VDV Bolee 4 tys. voenosluzhashchikh VDV i 1 tys. edinit v strategicheskom komandno-shtabnom uchenii ‘Bolee 2 tys. voenosluzhashchikh VDV Tsentr-2019.’ ” Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, September 16, 2019, \url{https://function.mil.ru/news_page/country/more.htm?id=12252598@egNews}.} Initially, 80 Il-76s were reportedly supposed to take part; so the fact that, in the end, only 71 participated in the actual drop suggests some of the machines may have suffered malfunctions.\footnote{187}{Ibid.} The unit involved was the 217\textsuperscript{th} Guards Airborne Regiment of the GAD 98; the whole regiment was probably not dropped.\footnote{188}{“V Ivanove otmeyat 71-yu godovshchinu so dnya obrazovaniya gvardievskovo parashutno-desantnovo polka,” Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, October 1, 2019, \url{https://structure.mil.ru/structure/forces/airborne/news/more.htm?id=12255015@egNews}.} The above-mentioned 71 Il-76s provided a transport capacity of a little more than two parachute battalions, so Russian claims that an entire parachute regiment was dropped is surely not quite consistent with the truth.

Besides at its traditional ranges, the Airborne Troops have also carried out exercises in the High North. Those latter drills are assumed to be the result of the VDV, in 2011, being tasked with protecting Russia’s continental shelf in the Arctic, together with the army and the navy.\footnote{189}{“V Arktiku otravjavayot soldat VDV dlya zashchty rossiyskikh territoriy,” RBC, May 26, 2011, \url{https://www.rbc.ru/spb_sz/26/05/2011/559299959a794719538c153b?from=materials_on_subject}.} The most spectacular exercise in the Arctic, to date, took place on April 26, 2020, when a group of parachutists were dropped from a height of 10,000 meters, in the vicinity of Franz Josef Land.\footnote{190}{“V Minoborony Rossii obsudili razvitiya Kontseptsii Vysotnovo desantirovaniya,” Ministry of Defense of the Russian Federation, October 14, 2020, \url{https://function.mil.ru/news_page/country/more.htm?id=12319377@egNews}.}

Since 2020, a new feature in the training program of the VDV is amphibious landings. The first exercise of this kind was carried out in March 2020, at the Crimean range, with the participation of a reinforced battalion from the 7\textsuperscript{th} GAAD, a tank battalion and an artillery battalion. Being able to carry out amphibious landings increases the VDV’s capabilities and is part of the broader development of the service into a rapid-reaction force.\footnote{191}{Anton Lavrov, Roman Kretsul, “Vozdushno-morskie voyska: desant gotovyat diya vysadki s korabley,” Izvestia, June 3, 2020, \url{https://iz.ru/1018883/anton-lavrov-roman-kretcul/vozdushno-morskie-voiska-desant-gotoviat-dlia-vysadki-s-korabe}.}

From time-to-time, accidents occur during practice maneuvers. One of the more serious ones took place in connection with the exercise Tsentr 2019, when two combat vehicles—either two BMD-2s or one BMD-2 and one Nona-S, depending on the source one is more inclined to believe—fell to the
ground and crashed because the parachutes did not open.\textsuperscript{192} The service reported no fatalities as a result of that incident.

\textsuperscript{192} “S neba ob zemlyo,” \textit{Gur Khan Attacks}, September 25, 2019, \url{https://zen.yandex.ru/media/gurkhan/s-neba-ob-zemliu-5d8af8a3d873600b2d96cea}. 
Air Transport

As with Russian Naval Infantry, the Airborne Troops’ Achilles’ heel is a shortage of available transport assets. But at the same time, the VDV lacks its own aircraft and helicopters, which currently all belong to the Aerospace Forces (Vozdushno-Kosmicheskie Sily—VKS). That said, these limitations are in the process of being at least partly remedied by the introduction of an organic army aviation brigade in the VDV.

According to Lenta, in 2016, Russia possessed 90 Il-76 transport aircraft and the same number was mentioned by Nezavisimoe Voennoe Obozrenie, in 2018. In contrast, Izvestia reported that, in 2019, there were 120 Il-76s in active service—figures similar to what Military Balance 2020 presents, 105 Il-76s. According to Izvestia, the number of Il-76s allows Russian forces to air drop only up to two parachute regiments. This is a drastic reduction compared to the mid-1980s, when three quarters of the personnel in the Soviet airborne forces could be air transported and dropped. Indeed, as Izvestia points out, four times as many Il-76s would be needed to simultaneously airdrop both current VDV airborne divisions. Using civilian Il-76s would not solve the problem, as those planes are not intended or equipped for dropping parachutists and could, therefore, only be used to land personnel and equipment. Undoubtedly the Il-76 is a scarce commodity, and the commander of the VTA believes his service needs 150–200 new transport planes of this type.

---


In 2012, the Russian Ministry of Defense concluded a contract with aircraft manufacturer Aviastar-SP for delivery of 39 modernized Il-76s—the Il-76MD-90A. Of these, only 12 have been produced until the beginning of December 2020. Moreover, Aviastar-SP has reportedly encountered technical and economic problems that mean only 13 Il-76MD-90As will be delivered instead of the 39 foreseen in the contract from 2012. As a result, the Russian defense ministry has concluded a new contract with Aviastar-SP according to which two Il-76MD-90As will be delivered yearly until 2027—i.e., 14 additional aircraft.

The An-124, the only transport aircraft capable of carrying tanks, is the largest serially produced plane in the world. It is manufactured by the firm Antonov in Kyiv; and until 2004, An-124s were also being built by Aviastar-SP in Ulyanovsk. In 2019, The number of this aircraft in the Russian Aerospace Forces was reportedly 10–16 in active service and about 10 mothballed. Another eight belong to the 224th Flight Squadron of the Russian Ministry of Defense, a subsidiary company to the Russian ministry of defense. But over time, they all face becoming phased out of service due to the lack of spare parts domestically as a result of the ongoing conflict between Russia and Ukraine. Since the mid-2000s, the two countries considered multiple initiatives on restarting joint production and concluded a contract in 2013 to that effect; however, Russia’s annexation of Crimea and subsequent

---
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invasion of eastern Ukraine starting in 2014 put an end to that project.206 As a result, Moscow has undertaken a modernization of its existing An-124s, a program initiated in 2017 that will continue until 2022, in order to prolong the airplanes’ lifespans until 2040.207 So far, three aircraft have been modernized and handed over to the VKS, and another two are undergoing modernization.208

Russia also plans to develop a new heavy transport aircraft, the PAK TA (also known as the Il-106), which will be able to carry even heavier cargo than the An-124 and is intended to replace the latter. Development began in 2014, with a first test flight scheduled to take place in 2024, followed by serial production possibly in 2027.209 The production date is somewhat uncertain, however: in December 2018, Duma Defense Committee chairperson Vladimir Shamanov alleged that the PAK TA will be approved for procurement in “2025–2028.”210

Also, of note are plans to develop a new transport helicopter that will effectively serve the role of a flying combat vehicle. Similar plans existed in the Soviet era and beyond, in the form of further development of the Mi-24.211 The helicopter now being designed will carry eight soldiers; be armed with missiles, unguided rockets and a heavy machine gun; and feature strong armor plating.212 Reports suggest the new helicopter may start being delivered as early as 2026.213 Until then, a modernized
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version of the Mi-8AMTSh-VN (Sapsan/Peregrine) will be an interim measure.\textsuperscript{214} This model began its flight trials in 2020; and it cannot be excluded that the modernized version of the Mi-8AMTSh-VN is actually the new transport helicopter Russian officials have been referring to.\textsuperscript{215}

\textsuperscript{214} Ibid.

Concluding Comments and Assessments

Undoubtedly, the Airborne Troops have undergone considerable development and restructuring in recent years, and the process is apparently not yet concluded. In certain respects—as is true in some key reforms in other parts of the Russian Armed Forces—these changes have resembled a return to the Soviet heritage. Whether these recent developments and reforms are the result of self-interested lobbying by various individuals or factions or rather a realistic view on the use of airborne units in a modern or future combat environment is, of course, debatable. In any case, the announced organizational changes were described by the Russian minister of defense, in 2018, as “not only allow[ing] for an increase to the combat capability of VDV units but also prevent[ing] lagging behind a potential opponent with regard to maneuverability and operational capabilities.”

Seen from a historical perspective, the Allied air-landing operations carried out during World War II—Crete, Normandy and Arnhem—were not particularly successful and brought great losses of both personnel and equipment. However, it is possible that the Russians are drawing on their own experiences in Czechoslovakia and Afghanistan, where air-dropped units contributed to initial success. This legacy likely informs why, in both January and July 2018, the VDV held exercises in which the initial stage of the simulated conflict involved practicing the use of parachutists to take an airfield/airport and then land in reinforcements. These airdrops would presumably create a bridgehead or possibly even favor Russia’s advance on the ground. This mission concept helps explain not only the continued existence of the independent VDV within the Russian Armed Forces, but also this branch of service’s undergoing development with regard to organization, new equipment and its specific mix of parachute and airborne units. To this should be added a new concept employed in connection with Kavkaz 2020—the so-called mobile echelon—based on airmobile units. As opposed to the traditional first and second echelon, the mobile echelon gives the commander greater freedom of action, as airmobile units can be employed more flexibly and, for example, be used for defense in a threatened direction or to engage a retreating adversary.

The combination of new equipment and new units being organized into divisions and brigades will, to a greater degree than previously, turn the VDV into a more versatile force. Though in comparison with the Russian mechanized units, the VDV resembles a kind of light infantry, it will certainly boast increased fire power—for instance, exemplified by the introduction of tank units.


As a consequence of its constant high readiness and ability to deploy rapidly by Military Transport Aviation, the VDV can ensure surprise and be employed early in a conflict. This capability is likely what lay behind the 2013 concept of a rapid-reaction force that would include, besides the VDV, also spetsnaz units and, in coastal areas, naval infantry. Since 2015, the rapid-reaction force has rarely been officially mentioned or commented upon; but it does appear to be an established fact, at least judging by what the commander of the VDV said in a speech on February 1, 2019: “As the backbone of the Rapid Reaction Force, the Airborne Troops are ready to carry out any order anywhere on our vast planet.”

The introduction, or return, of helicopter units to the VDV is, in principle, a return to the Soviet model; though it is unclear exactly how many such units will be organized. Another outstanding question is whether the Aerospace Forces will hand over a substantial number of their helicopters to the VDV. Helicopters are also needed to support the Ground Forces, so demand on Russia’s inventory is likely to increase as a result of the organization of airmobile groups in the Southern Military District. In October 2017, the Russian Armed Forces had 340 attack and 374 transport helicopters; so transferring about 50 of these (the number of helicopters in the VDV’s army aviation brigade), from the VKS to the VDV should not be a problem. Of the number of helicopters planned to be delivered in the period 2019–2027, 423, it seems reasonable to assume that some of them will end up in the VDV and its envisaged army aviation brigade. This assessment is supported by the aforementioned announcement about deliveries of the Mi-8AMTSh-VN.

The VDV is expected to comprise five airborne divisions and three to four air-assault brigades by 2025, with most of the divisions presumably expanded with a third regiment. But whether or not it will be possible for the force to meet these goals will depend on the availability of personnel and equipment, namely:

---


The foreseen force structure implies, at a maximum, about 18 additional airborne and air-assault battalions manned by, at a minimum, around 7,200 soldiers, assuming a personnel strength of about 400 soldiers in a battalion.

The 18 VDV battalions would require approximately 558 BMD-4Ms and 144 BTR-MDMs, or the corresponding number of older combat vehicles. This process could be completed in around ten years’ time if the battalion sets comprise BMD-4Ms BTR-MDM with a delivery of two sets yearly.

To this should be added other vehicles and equipment and what will be needed to organize the aforementioned new army aviation brigade and artillery brigade.

If this expansion is successfully realized by 2025, the Airborne Troops will truly feature increased firepower, greater air-defense capabilities as well as higher mobility. Of course, based on the history of previous Russian military reform plans that stalled out when confronted with reality, the same could certainly be the case when it comes to the fulfillment of the VDV’s rearmament and restructuring—not least considering the ability to recruit the needed contract soldiers. Therefore, it can be assumed that the expansion envisaged by the commander of the VDV will not be implemented in its entirety until well after 2025, and maybe not even until 2030 or so.

From the Russian point of view, the VDV has been and, evidently, continues to be a service of great importance on today’s and tomorrow’s battlefield. Despite this, there are doubts concerning the utility of airborne forces in general. Those doubts within the Russian context surfaced during the above-mentioned Ogarkov Readings lecture, where, among other expressed points, the presenters suggested that the method of employing the VDV (vertical maneuver) had not been proven or was even exaggerated and, thus, required creative reassessment. Nevertheless, the importance attached to the VDV was explicitly underscored by the fact that 11 airborne/air-assault battalions participated in Russia’s annexation of Crimea in 2014.223

The Russian Airborne Troops are already a respectable adversary and will become even more so if the development plans to 2025 materialize. All this provides compelling reasons for Western defense experts and policymakers to more closely follow the continued development of this distinctive branch of service.

---

223 Juriiy Barash, “Vosdushno-desantnye voyska Rossii: Etap perevoorusheniya. Chast 1,” OPK, August 6, 2028, [http://opk.com.ua/%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B7%D0%B4%D1%83%D1%88%D0%BD%D0%BE-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B5-%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B0-%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B8%D0%B8-%D1%8D%D1%82%D0%B0/](http://opk.com.ua/%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B7%D0%B4%D1%83%D1%88%D0%BD%D0%BE-%D0%B4%D0%B5%D1%81%D0%B0%D0%BD%D1%82%D0%BD%D1%8B%D0%B5-%D0%B2%D0%BE%D0%B9%D1%81%D0%BA%D0%B0-%D1%80%D0%BE%D1%81%D1%81%D0%B8%D0%B8-%D1%8D%D1%82%D0%B0/)
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